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Education  and  in form ation

Education and information activities continued 
to underpin all other areas of the Commission’s 
work.

A  particular focus in 1996-97 was the new 
areas of responsibility —  especially in regard to 
the access regime in Part IIIA, regulatory roles 
in telecommunications, electricity and gas.
Most of the new publications and discussion 
papers produced in 1996-97 were substantial 
guidelines or discussion papers dealing with 
these areas of the Commission’s responsibilities.

The Commission continues to use a variety of 
mechanisms in its information and compliance 
education work, including publications, 
speeches, compliance training materials, and 
extensive use of the news media. The 
1996-97 year saw the Commission’s first 
significant use of electronic dissemination of 
information to the public via its Internet home 
page.

M anagem ent

One of the year’s larger challenges was to 
develop and maintain the skills base and 
organisational flexibility needed to handle the 
new responsibilities without detriment to the 
core enforcement functions under Parts IV 
and V of the Trade Practices Act.

The Commission considers it has been largely 
successful in making that accommodation —  
certainly, it continued to be a vigilant and active 
enforcement agency.

In addition to the recruitment and training of 
appropriate staff, high priority has been given 
to maintenance of the information systems and 
technology essential to the growing demands on 
the organisation.

Some issues in 
promoting the 
long-term  
interests of 
end-users
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Introduction

Open competition in telecommunications was 
introduced into Australia on 1 July 1997, 
bringing with it a new regulatory touchstone: 
‘promoting the long-term interests of end-users’ 
(LTIE).

Notwithstanding the interpretive guidance lent 
by s. 152AB(2) of the Trade Practices Act 
1974 (Cth) (the TPA), the concept of LTIE 
remains a rather vague one. In any event, it is 
arguable that the specific detail of the LTIE test 
is less critical than ensuring that, when the 
Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission applies the LTIE test, it does so 
from a principled position which provides for an 
overall consistent application of LTIE in
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different specific contexts. The primary 
purpose of this article is to propose such a 
position. This article also examines some issues 
relating to ‘end-users’ and to certain of the 
legislative LTIE criteria.

As a threshold matter, it is helpful to note the 
legislative framework within which LTIE is 
relevant.1

The LTIE  fram ew ork

The legislative context

One of the main objects of the 
Telecommunications Act 1997 (Cth), when 
read together with Parts XIB and XIC of the 
TPA, is to provide a regulatory framework that 
promotes the long-term interests of end-users of 
carriage services or of services provided by 
means of carriage services (s. 3(l)(a) of the 
Telecommunications Act). The 
Telecommunications Act also introduces the 
LTIE concept in a number of matters dealt with 
under that Act, such as:

■ directions to the Australian 
Communications Authority (ACA) by the 
Commission in relation to the A C A ’s power 
to make technical standards (s. 384);

■ directions to the ACA  by the Commission 
regarding rules in the numbering plan about 
portability of allocated numbers (s. 458);

■ determining the reasonableness of a 
carrier’s request for access to 
supplementary facilities (e l l7, Schedule 1); 
and

■ as a factor in assessing certain matters 
arising out of the A C A ’s granting of facility 
installation permits (cl27, Schedule 3).

The LTIE also plays a large role within the new 
Part XIC of the TPA. The general object of 
that Part is to promote the long-term interests 1 2

of end-users of carriage services or of services 
provided by means of carriage services

(s. 152AB(1)). LTIE also forms an express 
point of reference in a number of specific 
instances in that Part:

■ as a criterion relevant to the declaration of 
services by the Commission under
s. 152AL(3)(d);

■ in assessing the reasonableness of terms 
and conditions (see s. 152AH(l)(a)) of 
model telecommunications access codes 
and access undertakings (see ss 152BF(e), 
152BK(3)(c) and 152BV(2)(d));

■ in granting class and individual exemptions 
from the standard access obligations
(ss 152AS(4) and 152AT(4)); and

■ in the Commission making a determination 
in the arbitration of an access dispute
(s. 152CR(l)(a)).

Having noted the legislative framework in which 
the LTIE concept is relevant, it is appropriate to 
note, and briefly comment upon, the legislative 
guidance given as to the meaning of LTIE.

Legislative guidance as to the meaning of 
LTIE

The Explanatory Memorandum to the 
Telecommunications Bill 1996 states, in respect 
of clause 3 of that Bill (now s. 3 of the 
Telecommunications Act, dealing with the 
objects of that Act), that:

[t]he reference to ‘promoting the long-term 
interests of end-users’ is intended to have a wide 
meaning and it is not intended to be read down 
by reference to the narrower definition of 
promoting the long-term interests of end-users 
in proposed section 152AB in the proposed 
Part XIC of the TPA. That section sets out an 
object for proposed Part XIC alone.

1 The Telecommunications (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 1997 (Cth) is 
not dealt with in this article.

2 Explanatory Memorandum to the Telecommunications Bill 1996, p. 12.
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However, in fact, in all operative provisions of 
the Telecommunications Act where LT1E is 
cited as a specific criterion, reference is made 
to the test being interpreted in the same 
manner as in Part XIC of the TP A .3 It is 
therefore appropriate to focus on the meaning 
of LTIE for the purposes of Part XIC of the 
TPA.

minimise such difficulties. One answer is 
through the development of a principled 
approach to the application of LTIE, which 
then provides an overall framework and 
rationale for regulatory intervention.

A  princ ip led  ap p roach

Section 152AB(2) of the TPA  provides that, in 
determining whether a particular thing 
promotes the long-term interests of end-users, 
regard must be had to the extent to which the 
thing is likely to result in the achievement of the 
following objectives:

■ promoting competition in markets for listed 
services (s. 152AB(2)(c));

■ achieving any-to-any connectivity in relation 
to carriage services that involve 
communication between end-users
(s. 152AB(2)(d)); and

■ encouraging the economically efficient use 
of, and the economically efficient 
investment in, the infrastructure by which 
listed services are supplied (s. 152AB(2)(e)).

Section 152AB(3) of the TPA  makes it clear 
that s. 152AB(2) is intended to limit the matters 
to which regard may be had.
Sections 152AB(4)-(8) of the TPA  provide 
further guidance in interpreting each of these 
sub-objectives.

Whilst the TPA  thus provides some guidance in 
interpreting the meaning of LTIE, it does so by 
reference to objectives which, whilst worthy, 
may, of themselves, present difficulties of 
consistent application across the very broad 
contexts in which LTIE applies. It is relevant, 
therefore, to consider how one might seek to

Before considering further the development of a 
principled approach to the application of LTIE, 
it is important to understand why such an 
approach is desirable. In addition to aiding in 
overcoming the difficulties noted in the 
preceding paragraph, the adoption of a 
principled position provides further benefits. 
First, in providing for an overall rationale for 
regulatory intervention, a principled position in 
the application of LTIE would assist in 
minimising any confusion of regulatory goals 
across the different specific contexts in which 
LTIE applies. As such, inefficient or distorted 
outcomes in particular cases would be 
minimised. Inconsistencies of approach to the 
application of LTIE could impose further costs 
by increasing the risks and uncertainties for 
market participants which, in turn, may stifle 
innovation and investment. Adopting a 
principled position to the application of LTIE 
would help to minimise any such costs.

It is recognised that ‘ [cjompetition policy is not 
about the pursuit of competition per se. Rather 
it seeks to facilitate effective competition to 
promote efficiency and economic growth ...’ .4 
I would argue that applying LTIE against the 
overriding principle of promoting efficient 
competition,5 not particular competitors, 
particular competitive market structures or 
particular competitive choices, gives primacy to 
this purpose and function of competition policy. 
Each of these propositions is discussed below.

3 Refer: technical standards (s. 389 of the Telecommunications Act); number portability (s. 458(6) of the 
Telecommunications Act); access to supplementary facilities (clause 17(3) of Schedule 1 of the 
Telecommunications Act); and facility installation permits (clause 27(6) of Schedule 3 of the 
Telecommunications Act).

4 National Competition Policy, Report by the Independent Committee of Inquiry, Australian Government 
Publishing Service, Canberra, August 1993 (the Hilmer Report), p. xvi.

5 Efficient competition being promoted only if the doing of a particular thing will provide an incentive for 
competitors to do something more efficiently than it would otherwise be done.
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Promoting efficient competition, not 
particular competitors or particular 
competitive market structures

It could be argued that, from a comparison of 
the 1991 and 1997 telecommunications 
legislative regimes, there is considerable 
support for the notion that, in applying LTIE,

the Commission should seek to promote 
efficient competition and not particular 
competitors or particular competitive market 
structures.

The following table compares certain aspects of 
those two regimes.

Regulatory aspect 1991 Regime 1997 Regime

Number of carriers Limited to two general, and 
three mobile, carriers

No limits

Rights to install and maintain 
infrastructure

Reserved to general carriers No restrictions on 
construction and ownership of 
network units

Interconnect/access pricing Optus expressly given 
interconnection on terms 
more favourable than those 
applying to others seeking to 
interconnect (see clauses 
5(l)(e) and 8 of the 
Telecommunications 
(Interconnection and Related 
Charging Principles) 
Determination No. 1 of 1991

Terms and conditions of 
access and interconnection 
now subject generally to 
market forces regardless of 
regulatory status and no 
regulatory presumption of 
more favourable terms for one 
particular competitor over 
others

Market conduct Exclusion from operation of 
Part IV of the TPA  of acts 
done, or omissions made, 
necessary to comply with, or 
otherwise give effect to, inter 
alia, registered access 
agreements or variations 
thereof

All market participants equally 
subject to trade practices law 
in respect of their dealings 
and market conduct

Access Regime expressly sought to 
enable the carriers to compete 
with each other on an equal 
basis in providing telecom
munications networks and 
supplying telecommunications 
services (refer Part 8 of the 
Telecommunications Act 
1991 (Cth))

Access is no longer predicated 
on ensuring that parties 
compete with each other ‘on 
an equal basis’
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It seems clear, even from the above brief 
examples, that the 1991 legislative regime 
sought, inter alia, to promote particular 
competitors over others (for example, Optus 
over other persons seeking to interconnect) and 
to develop particular market structures (a 
general duopoly and mobile triopoly). By 
contrast, the 1997 legislative regime adopts a 
far less artificial approach, creating greatly 
increased comparability of opportunities, rights 
and obligations as between the various types of 
players (both existing and new entrants). The 
1997 regime may be said to be, not about 
promoting particular competitors or particular 
competitive market structures, but about laying 
the groundwork for the development of efficient 
competition per se.

Such a conclusion as a principled position for 
the application of LTIE must also be seen to 
coincide with developments in competition law 
and policy and with sound economic theory.

■ The notion that competition law should be 
concerned with protecting competition, not 
competitors, is well accepted.6 Protecting 
competitive processes guards against 
misallocation of resources and consequent 
inefficiencies which might harm consumer 
welfare. To the extent that competition 
policy is directed towards particular 
competitors, distortions may occur (for 
example, promoting inefficient competitors 
over efficient competitors), which in turn 
impact on the effective operation of the 
competitive process and may result in 
consumer welfare not being maximised.

■ The notion that no particular competitive 
market structure is necessarily more 
economically efficient than another is also 
well accepted. (This is particularly the case 
when one considers that competition is a 
dynamic process, not a situation,7 and, 
therefore, the most efficient competitive

market structures will change over time).
As the Hilmer Report noted:

competition between a few large firms may 
provide more economic benefit than 
competition between a large number of small 
firms ... due to economies of scale and scope, 
not only in production but also in marketing, 
technology and, increasingly, in management.

Normal competitive processes are 
characterised by different sized competitors 
operating at different and overlapping 
stages of a service value chain. It is only via 
competitive interaction that the most 
efficient forms of production and supply 
emerge. In some cases, supply will be most 
efficiently provided by focused niche 
operators, while other firms will gain 
advantage by pursuing integration 
efficiencies. The competitive process must 
be allowed to determine these outcomes or 
there will be a cost to efficiency and, in 
turn, to end-user benefit.

To the extent that efficient competitive 
processes are distorted due to anti-competitive 
market behaviour which militates against 
particular competitors or prevents an efficient 
form of competitive market structure from 
occurring, I would argue that the market 
conduct rules found in, for example, Part XIB of 
the TPA, provide the appropriate remedy, not a 
distorted application of the LTIE test from the 
outset. This is because the uncertain nature of 
the relevant markets in which regulatory 
LTIE-based decisions operate increases the 
possibility that any application of the LTIE test 
from the outset, proceeding unavoidably from a 
base of imperfect knowledge, may potentially 
distort efficient competitive processes and, of 
course, potentially impose unnecessary costs on 
participants.

By using the market conduct provisions to 
discipline behaviour which might distort efficient 
competitive processes, regulatory intervention

6 See, for example: Hilmer Report, p. 26; ASX Operations Pty Ltd v Pont Data Australia Pty Ltd (1990) 
27 FCR 460; Brown Shoe u United States, 370 US 294 (1962), interpreting s. 7 of the Clayton Act 
1914, 15 USC §12.

7 Re Queensland Co-operative Milling Association Ltd; Re Defiance Holdings Ltd (1976) 25 FLR 169, 
188. 8

8 Hilmer Report, p. 3.
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will be properly targeted at the actual (not 
perceived or presumed) problem and, as such, 
impose reduced costs (both actual and those 
arising from regulatory uncertainty) on all 
participants. In addition, any costs which do 
exist will be targeted to the relevant 
participant(s), rather than being shared by all 
participants. One might also argue that the 
nature of the competitive conduct rules is more 
certain than is the potential scope for 
application of the LTIE test, thus the costs of 
regulatory uncertainty are significantly reduced.

Promoting efficient competition, not 
particular competitive choices

The highly dynamic markets in which carriers 
and carriage service providers compete today 
are characterised by extreme uncertainties. 
These uncertainties stem from numerous 
sources, including:

■ the globalisation of markets, both generally 
and within the industry itself;

■ the impact of convergence on traditional 
market structures and business assumptions 
and planning;

■ highly uncertain consumer demand; rapid 
changes in technology; and

■ changing regulation in the various markets 
in which they compete.

The inherent risks in competing within the 
various ‘telecommunications’ markets are borne 
by incumbents and new entrants alike. No 
particular investment decision is shielded from 
these risks merely due to the particular player’s 
experience, degree of sophistication or, even, 
degree of market power.

In applying the LTIE test in particular cases, the 
Commission is necessarily drawn into this most 
uncertain of investment environments. I would 
argue, for several reasons, that regulatory 
intervention should be undertaken only with the 
greatest of caution. First, the Commission is in 
no better position to make rational, informed 
and certain decisions (whether expressly or by 
consequent effects) in such an environment 
than the players themselves (indeed, it is 
arguably in a worse position than industry

players to understand the dynamics of the 
markets in which its decisions will operate). 
Secondly, the appropriate role for competition 
regulators is to promote efficient competitive 
processes (including by disciplining market 
conduct which may militate against such 
processes) —  not to pre-determine market 
structures, technology choices and so forth. 
Competition regulators are not qualified to 
engage in the latter type of decisions.

Accordingly, just as it has been argued that the 
Commission, in applying the LTIE test, should 
seek not to promote particular competitors or 
particular competitive market structures, so 
should it not attempt to promote particular 
competitive choices (for example, as to 
investment in particular technology or services) 
because of the potential distortion effects of 
such decisions. Instead, the Commission’s goal 
in applying the LTIE test should be to promote 
efficient (though not risk-free) competition.

Comment

If the aim is to promote efficient competition, 
and not particular competitors, particular 
competitive market structures or particular 
competitive choices, then the regulatory 
approach must be one of very light-handed 
regulation. The dynamic forces that shape and 
influence telecommunications networks, 
services and markets must be allowed to 
continue to drive the innovation and investment 
that are the hallmark of today’s 
telecommunications industry. Regulatory 
decisions and processes are unable to keep 
pace with the dynamic changes in the industry, 
so that distortions and excessive or 
inappropriate costs may result, which may be 
difficult (and costly) to correct (if correctable at 
all).

The question arises, of course, as to how the 
principled position argued here is to be 
practically achieved in particular cases. Clearly, 
the precise decision tree in each case will differ 
necessarily with the particular context, although 
the general principles and aims considered 
above would govern generally as the rationale 
for regulatory intervention. I have elsewhere 
proposed one possible practical application of 
the principled approach in the context of 
declaration of services under Part XIC of the
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TP A ,9 but further consideration of such is, 
regrettably, beyond present scope.

It is now appropriate to consider some issues 
associated with the meaning of ‘end-users’ .

The meaning of ‘end-users’

Perhaps, in many cases, it is apparent that the 
particular thing being assessed by reference to 
the LTIE test has an impact in terms of 
end-users as an entire group. However, 
consider the following remarks of the Trade 
Practices Tribunal in Re Rural Traders 
Co-operative (WA) Ltd and Ors:

[b]efore a benefit (or detriment) can properly be 
regarded as a benefit (or detriment) to the public 
for the purposes of the assessment of public 
benefit required by s90(9) [of the TP  A], it must 
be seen as a benefit (or detriment) to the 
community generally. This does not mean that 
private benefit or private detriment are 
necessarily irrelevant. Injury to an individual can 
itself, in many circumstances, constitute a 
detriment to the community generally. Injustice 
to an individual will commonly do so. The 
encouragement or enabling of an individual to 
pursue legitimate ends or to attain legitimate 
rewards may well be beneficial to the community 
generally. When a benefit or a detriment to a 
particular individual or segment of the public is 
pressed as a relevant benefit or detriment to the 
public for the purposes of s90(9), the tribunal 
must assess whether the benefit or detriment to 
the individual or group can properly be so 
categorized. That assessment will ordinarily 
involve the consideration of whether the 
community generally has an interest in the 
individual or group being so benefited or 
disadvantaged and whether the benefit or 
detriment involves detriment or benefit to other 
individuals or groups.1

The Tribunal’s comments make it clear that 
there can be differing impacts (whether 
beneficial or detrimental) between differing 
members of the overall group, the ‘public’ ; in 
other words, that a concept of subsets of the

public exists, and effects within and between 
those subsets need to be measured, analysed 
and balanced in overall terms.

The Rural Traders case raises questions 
relevant to the application of the LTIE test 
where the circumstances of a particular case 
give rise to differing impacts between subsets of 
end-users. Assuming that the whole group of 
end-users comprises two discrete subsets,11 and 
that the LTIE test requires that an ‘overall’ 
assessment must be undertaken of the 
long-term interests of end-users, the question 
arises as to how the interests of those subsets 
are to be balanced against each other and under 
what criteria. For example, how is an overall 
assessment to occur where the particular thing 
being considered may promote the long-term 
interests of, say, subset 1, but:

■ has a neutral effect on the long-term 
interests of subset 2 (depending on the size 
of the respective subsets, the overall impact 
on the whole end-user group may be such 
that it is not seen to possess that sufficient 
degree of ‘promote’ arguably required by 
the legislative test);12

■ has a negative effect on the long-term 
interests of subset 2 (this raises questions of 
how one balances the differing impacts on 
subset 1 and subset 2);

■ has a neutral effect on the long-term 
interests of the whole end-user group (if an 
overall assessment must be made, then 
arguably such a scenario would not meet 
the legislative test of ‘promote’ , as 
discussed above); or

■ has a negative effect on the long-term 
interests of the whole end-user group (an

9 Paper presented at the ‘Competition Issues in the New Telecommunications Regime’ workshop, 16 July 
1997.

10 (1979) 37 FLR 244 (Rural Traders), 262.

11 Note that the assumption applied here does not embrace all possible scenarios. For example, it is possible 
that the subsets may not necessarily be discrete and that there may be overlaps between certain, or even all, 
of the relevant subsets.

12 The test of ‘promote’ arguably requiring a higher standard to be met than merely being ‘in’ the long-term 
interests of end-users. This is not to suggest that the effect must always be positive —  it may be that a 
relevant degree of lessening of negative impact would suffice.
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overall assessment may result in a 
conclusion that the particular thing would 
not promote the long-term interests of the 
whole end-user group, but it may be that 
the whole group generally has an interest in 
subset 1 being advantaged, which 
outweighs the former conclusion).

Imagine, for example, the particular case where 
a carrier or carriage service provider undertakes 
dedicated investment aimed, initially, for a 
particular end-user (subset 1), but with possible 
application for other end-users (subset 2). 
Arguably, without subset 1, the cost of such 
investment might be passed on to the whole 
end-user group. It may therefore be the more 
efficient course of action to permit, say, price 
discrimination in favour of subset 1, even 
though the effect of such may be considered 
not necessarily to promote the long-term 
interests of the whole end-user group (whether 
the effect on the latter is merely neutral or even 
negative). Equally, there may be cases where 
there appears to be a benefit to the long-term 
interests of the whole group, but a distinct 
detriment to a particular subset, say, subset 2. 
Do the interests of the many outweigh the 
interests of the few? Does this occur in all 
situations or only in particular circumstances? If 
the latter, what are the particular circumstances?

All these scenarios will clearly raise difficult 
balancing issues for the Commission in reaching 
conclusions in particular cases. That the 
analysis may be difficult, however, does not 
make it avoidable. 13

Promoting competition in markets for 
listed services and encouraging 
economically efficient use of, and 
economically efficient investment in, 
infrastructure

As noted above, s. 152AB(2) of the TPA  
provides that, in determining whether a 
particular thing promotes the long-term 
interests of end-users, regard must be had to 
the extent to which the thing is likely to result 
in the achievement of the objectives of, inter 
alia:

■ promoting competition in markets for listed 
services (s. 152AB(2)(c)); and

■ encouraging the economically efficient use 
of, and the economically efficient 
investment in, the infrastructure by which 
listed services are supplied (s. 152AB(2)(e)).

A  question arises as to what relevance the 
promotion of the competition objective has for 
the purposes of determining whether a 
particular thing promotes the long-term 
interests of end-users. The answer appears to 
lie in the premiss that, if competition in markets 
for listed services is promoted, the long-term 
interests of end-users of listed services will also 
be promoted. In effect, this is the same 
premiss under which s. 2 of the TPA  operates 
(namely that the welfare of Australians is 
enhanced through, inter alia, the promotion of 
competition).

In relation to the enhancement of the welfare of 
Australians through the promotion of 
competition, the Hilmer Report notes that:

[cjompetition policy is not about the pursuit of 
competition for its own sake. Rather, it seeks to 
facilitate effective competition in the interests of 
economic efficiency while accommodating 
situations where competition does not achieve 
economic efficiency or conflicts with other social 
objectives.

It would appear that there is a presumption 
that, essentially, the ‘long-term interests of 
end-users of listed services’ will be promoted by 
those things which ‘facilitate effective

13 Hilmer Report, p. 6.
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competition [in markets for listed services] in 
the interests of economic efficiency’ . If this is 
the case, then the objective in s. 152AB(2)(c) of 
the TPA  is practically indistinguishable for 
relevant purposes under Part XIC from the 
object stated in s. 2 of the Act, so far as it 
relates to enhancing welfare through the 
promotion of competition. In other words, the 
‘promoting of competition’ objective will 
necessitate the application of accepted 
economic learning concerning the promoting of 
competition so as to achieve welfare-enhancing 
economic efficiency.

If this conclusion is correct, a question arises as 
to what additional purpose is served by the 
objective of encouraging the economically 
efficient use of, and economically efficient 
investment in, infrastructure (s. 152AB(2)(e) of 
the TPA). I would argue that an additional 
purpose is to attribute greater weight to the 
criterion in s. 152AB(2)(e) of the TPA  than 
might otherwise be the case if the objective in 
s. 152AB(2)(c) of the TPA  were solely relied 
upon. Furthermore, s. 152AB(2)(e) of the TPA  
highlights the fact that the ‘promotion of 
competition’ objective is about efficient 
competition, not merely competition for its own 
sake.14

Conclusion

The LTIE touchstone introduced by the 
legislature as part of the new post-1 July 1997 
telecommunications regime is, essentially, 
directed towards ensuring diversity, choice, 
innovation and efficient investment. It requires 
that a balanced view be taken that end-users 
must be the ultimate beneficiaries of 
competition and that only efficient competition 
will lead to outcomes which promote the 
long-term interests of end-users. An important 
factor for the Commission to take into account 
in applying the LTIE test is the inherent costs 
associated with any form of regulation (for 
example, additional burdens to participants’ 
operating costs, the opportunity costs 
associated with compliance, and the

inflexibilities and market distortions brought 
about by regulation).

There can be little doubt that LTIE raises 
complex issues and difficulties of application. 
The long-term benefits in a particular case may 
be readily apparent, but it must be remembered 
that there are costs (both regulatory and other), 
and potentially significant costs, associated with 
any decision and, therefore, a proper qualitative 
balancing must be made. As such, LTIE must 
be considered on a case-by-case basis. Only 
then can the particular issues for investment, 
efficient competition, end-user welfare and 
long-term interests be properly evaluated and 
assessed as inputs into any decision for which 
the LTIE touchstone is relevant.

Only time and experience will allow the 
meaning of LTIE to become clearer and more 
settled. In the meantime, it may be expected 
that many different interpretations will be 
advanced and that vigorous debate will ensue as 
to its meaning, both generally and in specific 
instances of application of the test by the 
Commission.

14 This view accords with that quoted above from the Hilmer Report. Section 152AB(6) of the TPA  arguably 
supports this conclusion by, inter alia: pre-empting the question of whether the ability to exploit economies 
of scale and scope is a legitimate commercial interest of a supplier; and emphasising the proper place of 
investment incentives in relation to the object in s. 152AB(2)(e) of the TPA.
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